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Chill of the ice dragon
E PBK WES bk.9
The Dragon Masters are still reeling from the desertion of Rori and her fire dragon
Vulcan, when Mina, a Dragon Master from the far north, arrives with a problem--King
Lars needs a fire dragon to defeat the Ice Giant who has frozen his kingdom; and so
the Dragon Masters set out to find Rori and convince her to help.

The day the crayons came home
E F DAY
One day, Duncan is happily coloring with his crayons when a stack of postcards
arrives in the mail from his former crayons, each of which has run away or been left
behind, and all of which want to come home.

The duckling gets a cookie!?
E F WIL
Pigeon is very angry when the duckling gets a cookie just by asking politely.

The epic adventures of Huggie & Stick
E F DAY
When a grumpy stuffed bunny and a happy-go-lucky stick fall out of their boy's
backpack, they embark on an odyssey that takes them all around the world,
experiencing one crazy adventure after another.

Flight of the moon dragon
E PBK WES bk.6
The prime dragon stone seems to be dying, and that means that the connection
between the dragon masters and their dragons is also fading, so the six dragon
masters must locate the hidden stone and learn what is causing the problem before
their telepathic connection is completely gone.

Hide and seek
E F BRO
Brother and sister, Cy and Poppy, play hide-and-seek in the woods near their home.

I love you more than . . .
E F DIG
"A father reassures his young son that although they cannot always be together, he
misses his baby boy and always thinks about him"--Provided by publisher.

In the middle of fall
E F HEN
"Introduces concepts and vocabulary of fall--autumn colors, changes in plants and
animals... and wind, which soon leads to the next season"--Provided by publisher.

Mix it up!
E F TUL
Using no special effects other than the reader's imagination, simple directions lead the
reader to experiment with mixing and changing colors on the printed page.

The pigeon finds a hot dog!
E F WIL
Pigeon learns about sharing when a curious duckling keeps asking questions about
the hot dog Pigeon has found.

The pigeon needs a bath!
E F WIL
"The Pigeon is dirty and he needs a bath, but he won't go willingly"--Provided by
publisher.

The pigeon wants a puppy!
E F WIL
The pigeon really, really wants a puppy, but when a puppy arrives the pigeon changes
its mind.

Power of the fire dragon
E PBK WES bk.4
When the king decides to take the dragon masters to Arkwood to visit Queen Rose,
Rori, Drake, and their dragons are left behind, so when the evil wizard Maldred
attacks the castle riding a giant four-headed dragon that spits poison, the two young
dragon masters and their dragons are forced to defend the castle by themselves.

Rise of the earth dragon
E PBK WES bk.1
Eight-year-old Drake is snatched up by the King's soldiers and taken to the castle
where he is told by the wizard Griffith that he has been chosen to be a Dragon Master
like Ana, Rori, and Bo--and his first task will be to discover whether his dragon, Worm,
has any special powers.

Roar of the thunder dragon
E PBK WES bk.8
Lalo the baby lightning dragon has been taken by Eko, a rogue Dragon Master, who
ran away with her thunder dragon years before--now she is back looking to make
allies of the other dragon masters, and so gain control over all of the dragons in
Griffith.

Saving the sun dragon
E PBK WES bk.2
The dark magic the dragons encountered in their first adventure has made Ana's sun
dragon, Kepri, sick and Drake's earth dragon, Worm, teleports the himself, Kepri, and
the four young dragon masters far away from the castle in search of a cure--but the
threat of the dark magic still remains.

Search for the lightning dragon
E PBK WES bk.7
The Dragon Masters have two tasks: track down the newly hatched Lightning Dragon,
and find his destined Dragon Master, a boy named Carlos, and convince him to trust
them--but somebody else has dark plans for this particular powerful and wild dragon.

Secret of the water dragon
E PBK WES bk.3
When Drake discovers that his friend and fellow Dragon Master, Bo, is trying to steal
the Dragon Stone, he wonders if the dark wizard might be behind it, and he must try to
find a way to protect the stone while keeping Bo's family out of danger.

Shine of the silver dragon
E PBK WES bk.11
Diego is under the spell of the wizard Maldred who wants to control the Naga, an
enormous dragon that lives deep within the Earth, and plans to use Diego to steal the
two keys necessary for that purpose; the first key is guarded by Argent, the silver
dragon, and Jean his dragon master, so Drake, Bo, Carlos, and their dragons travel to
Gallia to try and stop the theft and break the spell on Diego.

Song of the poison dragon
E PBK WES bk.5
Petra, the newest dragon master, is scared to death of the Hydra dragon she is
supposed to bond with--but when the Hydra accidentally poisons the King, and then
her fellow dragon master, Drake, she must find a way to connect with her dragon,
because only the Hydra's song can cure them.

Waking the rainbow dragon
E PBK WES bk.10
"Drake has a dream about a new dragon that is somehow trapped in a cave, so
Drake, Ana and their two dragons set off to find the Rainbow Dragon's dragon master,
Obi, and together they must rescue Rainbow dragon, Dayo, from Kwaku, a giant
spider, who spins a deadly web"--Provided by publisher.

When spring comes
E F HEN
"Animals and children alike watch as the world transforms from the dark and dead of
winter to a full and blooming spring"--Provided by publisher.

Wolf in the snow
E F COR
This wordless story tells of a girl and a wolf pup lost in a snow storm. The girl helps
the pup find its family and the wolves return the favor.

